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URL Platform Identifier is the professional-grade URL search software that has been developed to provide you
with the ability of automatically processing and sorting countless URL addresses. Neatly-structured and
accessible interface In terms of appearance, the application is quite intuitive and user-friendly, making it

possible even for computer novices to get the hang of it without wasting too much time. The main window of
GSA Platform Identifier Free Download displays currently ongoing projects and their results in a pie chart,

while from the ribbon buttons, you can ‘Start’, ‘Pause’ or ‘Stop’ it from running, as well as ‘Edit’ it or resort to
using ‘Custom Engines’. Effortlessly determine URL platforms for your backlinking needs To get things started,

you will need to create a new project, using the dedicated window. You are required to give it a name, then
select its type, either ‘Process Files’ or ‘Monitor Folders’, depending on your requirements. Subsequently, the

source items need to be defined, by adding them from your computer. Optionally, you can ‘Use Engine Filter’ or
you can ‘Filter By Keywords’, the last of which you can customize yourself; bear in mind that this option may
slow down the process. Moreover, you need to adjust the ‘Save Results To’ preferences, ‘Per Engine’ or ‘Single

File’. You can also create a file for the unrecognized URLs and select a name format. When the initial
configuration is done, you can get started and allow GSA Platform Identifier to run its course, determining the

type of platforms corresponding to each input URL, then grouping them accordingly. The results can be
imported into a backlink builder, such as GSA Search Engine Ranker, in order to automatically create such

links. A handy tool for URL analysis and sorting purposes To sum it up, GSA Platform Identifier is a
professional-grade URL search software that has been developed to provide you with the ability of automatically
processing and sorting countless URL addresses. Product name GSA Platform Identifier Author Google Release

date Mar 5, 2017 Owner Google Platform Windows License Freeware File type Executable (.exe), Installer
(.msi)

GSA Platform Identifier Crack+ (LifeTime) Activation Code Free Download

Supports FTP and HTTP protocol, SSL and no SSL. You can easily identify URL information on your
FTP/SFTP. Supports multiple directory and file name, URL, and path search. You can automatically add the

host name, host id, host IP address, domain name, folder, file type, file size, file MD5, file last access time, file
creation time, file modification time, HTTP version, and SSL/TLS version. Configure 6 engine parameters: spid
engine configuration include Type, CID, ID, Count, Max count, and Feed. You can save the results of the URLs
and process the URL addresses to determine their platform. GSA Platform Identifier Features: DETECTS FTP,
HTTP, FTP over SSL / TLS, and HTTP over SSL / TLS. Automatically detect the length of FTP URL and the
URL FTP address. DETECTS The type of FTP directory. DETECTS The FTP folder name, the FTP folder
address, the FTP host name, the FTP id, the FTP IP address, the FTP address, and the FTP domain name.

DETECTS The number of FTP directory and files. DETECTS The FTP extension. DETECTS The SSL/TLS
version. HAS INTEGRITY FEATURE. CONFIGURE FTP STATE TYPE, 2 and 3 FTP, 4-5 FTPS, 6 FTPS
and 7 FTP. 2 ftps config type,3,4,5 ftps config type,6,7 ftps config type. 5 ftps config include, 6 ftps config

include, 7 ftps config include. Allows you to determine the length of HTTP URL. DETECTS The type of HTTP
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directory. DETECTS The host name, the host id, the host IP address, the domain name, and the folder.
DETECTS The file extension of HTTP. DETECTS The file size, the file MD5, the file last access time, the file
creation time, the file modification time, and the HTTP version. DETECTS The SSL/TLS version. ADD AND
REMOVE THE FILE IF URL EXIST. DETECTS SSL / TLS TLS. ADD AND REMOVE THE FILE IF URL

EXIST. DETECTS HTTP / FTP ADD AND REMOVE THE FILE IF URL EXIST. 09e8f5149f
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GSA Platform Identifier is a professional-grade software solution developed to provide you with the ability of
automatically processing and sorting countless URL addresses, determining their platform with minimal effort
on your part. Neatly-structured and accessible interface In terms of appearance, the application is quite intuitive
and user-friendly, making it possible even for computer novices to get the hang of it without wasting too much
time. The main window of GSA Platform Identifier displays currently ongoing projects and their results in a pie
chart, while from the ribbon buttons, you can ‘Start’, ‘Pause’ or ‘Stop’ it from running, as well as ‘Edit’ it or resort
to using ‘Custom Engines’. Effortlessly determine URL platforms for your backlinking needs To get things
started, you will need to create a new project, using the dedicated window. You are required to give it a name,
then select its type, either ‘Process Files’ or ‘Monitor Folders’, depending on your requirements. Subsequently,
the source items need to be defined, by adding them from your computer. Optionally, you can ‘Use Engine
Filter’ or you can ‘Filter By Keywords’, the last of which you can customize yourself; bear in mind that this
option may slow down the process. Moreover, you need to adjust the ‘Save Results To’ preferences, ‘Per Engine’
or ‘Single File’. You can also create a file for the unrecognized URLs and select a name format. When the initial
configuration is done, you can get started and allow GSA Platform Identifier to run its course, determining the
type of platforms corresponding to each input URL, then grouping them accordingly. The results can be
imported into a backlink builder, such as GSA Search Engine Ranker, in order to automatically create such
links. A handy tool for URL analysis and sorting purposes To sum it up, GSA Platform Identifier is a practical
and efficient program which is aimed to assist you in quickly determining URL platforms, then organize the
input addresses into their respective types, so you can create backlinks more easily. [wpdevart_review
id="378-1"][/wpdevart_review] [wpdevart_review id="400-1"][/wpdevart_review]GSA Platform Identifier is a

What's New In?

- The GSA Platform Identifier is a professional-grade software solution developed to provide you with the
ability of automatically processing and sorting countless URL addresses, determining their platforms with
minimal effort on your part. - Neatly-structured and accessible interface - In terms of appearance, the
application is quite intuitive and user-friendly, making it possible even for computer novices to get the hang of it
without wasting too much time. - The main window of GSA Platform Identifier displays currently ongoing
projects and their results in a pie chart, while from the ribbon buttons, you can 'Start', 'Pause' or 'Stop' it from
running, as well as 'Edit' it or resort to using 'Custom Engines'. - Effortlessly determine URL platforms for your
backlinking needs - To get things started, you will need to create a new project, using the dedicated window.
You are required to give it a name, then select its type, either 'Process Files' or 'Monitor Folders', depending on
your requirements. - Subsequently, the source items need to be defined, by adding them from your computer.
Optionally, you can 'Use Engine Filter' or you can 'Filter By Keywords', the last of which you can customize
yourself; bear in mind that this option may slow down the process. - You can also create a file for the
unrecognized URLs and select a name format. - When the initial configuration is done, you can get started and
allow GSA Platform Identifier to run its course, determining the type of platforms corresponding to each input
URL, then grouping them accordingly. The results can be imported into a backlink builder, such as GSA Search
Engine Ranker, in order to automatically create such links. - A handy tool for URL analysis and sorting purposes
Geo-targeting SEO tricks for large-scale data websites This video highlight Geo-targeting SEO tricks and
features for large-scale data websites. There are many reasons for utilizing geo... This video highlight Geo-
targeting SEO tricks and features for large-scale data websites. There are many reasons for utilizing geo-
targeting for websites's search engine optimization (SEO) purposes; it is a relevance purpose, it's about bringing
highly targeted traffic to your website. It is a utility purpose, it's about increasing engagement, click-through
rates
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System Requirements:

Windows XP/Vista Intel i3/i5/i7 2GB RAM NVIDIA GeForce 8800 or ATI HD 3850 1GB Hard Drive Space
USB Port 1024x768 5.1 Surround Sound System requirements: OS: Windows XP/Vista Processor: Intel i3/i5/i7
Memory: 2GB RAM Video: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 or ATI HD 3850 Sound: 1024x768 Hard drive space
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